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SLC NEWSLETTER 4TH JANUARY 2019
Golf Results
On Boxing Day looking at the scores no-one was too hungover from the previous day with many
players shooting the lights out. In A grade David Brand has been making the most of his lessons
with DV having 42 points (equivalent to 1 under), in B grade David Galligan also had 42 points.
Luke Evans took out C grade with 38 points. The pro pin went to Masashi Yoshizawa hitting it to
161cm earning him a cool $102 in his account. Also in the 2 ball aggregate stableford Theo
Hourmouzis and Dale Roseburgh won with 76 on a countback.
In the Thursday twilight comp Ken Davis thrived in the hot conditions having 19 and winning on a
countback.
In the Saturday stableford Cain McGregor took out a grade with a fantastic score of 40 points! In
B grade Eugene Korbut had a day out with 41 points, so did Jim Higgins in C grade having 41
points as well. The 2 ball stableford went to Mark Hunt and Colm Molloy with a great score of 77.
The pro pin went to Darren Martin collecting a handy $74 in his account.
The Sunday Individual Stableford was great conditions for golf again as reflected by the scores.
Masashi Yoshizawa took out a grade with 41 on a countback. B grade Laurie Grioli had the
score of the day with 42 points. Ian Viney won C grade by 2 points with a fantastic score of 39.
The pro pin was won by Colm Molloy winning $97.
Tuesday ladies comp was won by Jan McCormack with a score of 32 points winning by a narrow
one point
As most of you know the summer eclectic wrapped up on the weekend. The winners are:
Gross Winner: $150 Dale Roseburgh
Gross R/up: $100 Matt Flynn
Gross 3rd: $50 Rahman Alibasic
Nett Winner: $150 David Van Ryn

Nett R/up: $100 Kerry Hansford
Nett 3rd: $50 Jude D’Cruz

Course Update
The greenside 16th bunker remains out of play, as Mark and his crew get to the bottom of fixing
the drainage issue.
This bunker will be marked as ‘Compulsory GUR’ till further notice

New Rules are in

The new golf rules from the R&A have been in for nearly a week and we’ve had some mixed
feedback.
Leaving the flag in to putt seems to have been met with great approval. The size of our greens
allows a group to generally get off the green quicker as players are able to putt without waiting
for a partner to tend the flag.
Confusion reigns when you have your first drop from knee height, firstly remembering to do it,
and secondly when deciding the appropriate squatting method!
We’re interested in hearing how you’ve all dealt with and understood these changes.
So please provide us with some commentary on your experiences via email to
club@sanctuarylakesclub.com.au
A sleeve of balls will be awarded to the best comments!
If you need any clarification do not hesitate in asking any of the golf shop staff to assist!

Feel the GLove!
Make sure you check out Dan’s deals on gloves from this weekend. 25% off marked prices!

A weekend of Fingers and Toes!
25% off socks this weekend too!

Resident & Beginner Clinics

Got a friend who may be interested in playing golf?
We’ve got a few beginners clinics starting up later in the month, as well as a free clinic for
residents on Thursday 24th and Friday 25th up at the Range.

Black Tee Challenge
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